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PUMA Ignite Form technology in the bottom, endorsement by the Jamaica sprinter lightning Usain Bolt, emphasizes the foam insole
feedback, distinctive fast buffer and comfort, the recently launched Disc version of vamp like contours such as nerve group, the
revolutionary Disc system through the rotation of shoelace, tightening or loosening, one without suture the design allows you to lock
feet in the movement, the pair of shoes is more concise and neat. The United States is currently on the market and can be purchased
at PUMA.com. PUMA Disc Sleeve Ignite Foam priced at $115, model: 360946-01. 
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is different from other players, Kyrie Irving in the first paragraph of double endorsement will have its own exclusive shoe, speak up
and maybe let other Nike players envy, because even if they have a signature shoe, mostly in the beginning only when the use of a
unified shoebox, thus it can be seen on the importance of brand new star. Preliminary judgment can be taken from a real product
picture, on the surface of special printing with different angles to produce gloss change, with serrated overall continuous graphic is
also reminiscent of the Kyrie 1 design inspiration to the Sydney Opera House, and the red wine, in front of the box, top and rear the
relevant logo printed on the Kyrie Irving. 
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actually, when Adidas used Boost technology to mature, he thought about the possibility that some of the classic shoes would be
changed again. This summer, when Stan Smith first met Boost, Adidas finally released the new old shoe. Stan Smith vamp intact
appearance, only in the bottom part completely replaced Boost, and clever in above engraved lines, complete show in the bottom of
the original contour, it can be seen from the familiar practice of insole inside, feet can feel directly from Boost feedback, also keep
the original lines outside the bottom. Stan Smith Boost is expected to debut in February next year, it is reported that at the time will
also bring another Superstar Boost, it is expected. 
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Just a few weeks before the exposure of 
? Air Jordan 3? Bright Crimson color makes people look forward to there, and published in today's new clear picture to let everyone
see what this pair of new color, black and dark grey litchi peel burst pattern, with the eye-catching lining Air Jordan 3? The new
foreign morphology, expected to be released in February next year, interested friends can continue to lock up report. 

source: sneakernews
?

Jordan Brand in the 30th Anniversary Memorial period continuously brought us another pair of wonderful shoes, this summer is to let
its many classical algebra even the series of Jordan Future membership leisure shoes at low barrel style, both in the overall visual
effect of collocation or wear convenient removal, all make it become many people go out of choice. Of course, the most popular and
most is this pair of Air Jordan XI Low to discuss, unlike in tube version, this part selects the more conspicuous lined in red, to take a
whole line sense dark bright skin is an essential element of soul. In the upcoming I may wish to let us together to enjoy the foreign
shoes website rockcitykicks for everyone shooting details, the renowned Italian motorcycle brand DUCATI complement each other
with the shoe body of similar color, this also let small have the mind to imagine put it on and ride the famous car travel in the streets of
the picture the. 
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sports wind, retro wave reflow, classic replica shoes, shoes has become the focus of the tide circle. Has been good at fashion
design applies to retro shoes type of world-renowned sports brand PUMA, this year decided to let 90s's most popular retro jogging
shoes R698 gradually different appearance, new color debut. Among the many designer's blessing, PUMA R698 has become all
shoes favorites of collectors, full-length Trinomic midsole collocation type honeycomb shockproof vamp coated full PUMA R698, so
that the pursuit of retro shoes fashion shoes fans also enjoy the great shock and comfort. In this season, PUMA launched a variety of
R698 bright summer color, whether it is simple with danim or popular anti smoking roll fold pants are fashionable and stylish; in
addition, there are topic of full PUMA Reflective reflective series, through the high-end 3M reflective material re coated on R698 cloth



shoes, the streets at night moment a review of the focus. 
PUMA R698 recommends selling at NT$2980 
is talking about retro sports, and pure color design is definitely another fashion show. PUMA rush to take this pure retro, launched a
new Aril retro shoes, R698 shoes as the prototype, adopt simple streamlined appearance design, solid color cloth vamp collocation
reflective material of shoe body TPU side plates and heel, lightweight, comfortable, stable and full of visual effects. This season with
the power of the color color, black, white, orange, launched four new purple color, PUMA in the summer let fans shouted good shoes. 
PUMA Aril recommends selling at NT$2780 
now, where to buy PUMA retro jogging shoes series of specified shoes to get limited "PUMA STANDOUT" Tote Bag B, a limited
number, send out so far.
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